CABLE MANAGEMENT

Mulder-Hardenberg

Seven basic elements

Fiber Optic Raceway System

Easy installation

• Halogen Free
• Easy and fast installation
• Total supported Fiber protection
• Flexible, Scalable & Modular
• Dedicated tools for on-site adjustments
& installations
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End Cap

System Overview
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Selecting the Ducting - Raceway Size
YellowDuct is available in six sizes. It is most important to select a size that allows for expansion and future additions to the
ducting system.
All too often cable systems are underspecified in order to reduce installation costs. In this world of the ever increasing need
for the storage and processing of data it is false economy to
just specify for existing needs. It is ultimately most cost effective to provide for the future and over specify when it comes
to capacity.
Duct size (mm)

30 x 30

50 x 50

Cable exit points and take offs also need to be taken into account as these components have different capacity ratings to
the main ducting~raceway.
Capacity
The capacity listed below are recommended to ensure no
damages will occur to the cords due to crushing. This is not
the number of optical fiber cords that YellowDuct will accommodate if completely filled.
100 x 50

100 x 100

Optical Cable size (mm)

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

Straight Duct

45

60

100

120

155

265

250

350

600

3

220 x 100

300 x 100

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

500

700

1200

1100

1500

2500

1500

2100

3600

Duct with Ramp-Off

300

400

700

720

1000

1700

Vertical Tee - straight through

500

700

1200

300

400

700

Vertical Tee Downspout - Drop

500

700

1200

500

700

1200

Over-the-Top Outlet

300

400

700

Convoluted Tubing

Split 200mm Ø

Split 38mm Ø

Split 50mm Ø

50 x 50 square

Optical Cable size (mm)

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

3

2-2.4

1.6-2

Tubing Capacity

10

12

20

24

30

50

60

80

135

120

155

265
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Colour Coding for Optimum Cable Management
With the ever increasing demand for zero down-time solutions in data centers and Telecommunications networks there
has been a growing need for redundancy cable systems.
To route both operating and redundant optic fibers in the yellow coloured ducting can create problems in identification of
the redundant fiber and/or system. As a result there is an obvious need to differentiate between the operating and redundant networks of fiber optic cabling. To minimise the potential
for costly mistakes in this area, Warren & Brown Technologies
have introduced Orange ducting which is recommended for
highlighting the redundant fiber network, thereby improving
maintenance efficiency.

also has very high demands on bend radius. This requires a
new approach to the conventional metal cable trays (ladders,
baskets etc). The conventional metal trays are not designed to
provide safe bending radius and as a result Warren & Brown
Technologies has introduced Black Ducting.
Again, this new black Lightpaths ducting has the same unique
features and benefits of the yellow and orange ducting and
allows clear distinction of the sensitive 10 Gigabit copper UTP
cabling from the two Lightpaths optic fiber systems.
Black Ducting is recommended for use with UTP 10 Gigabit
copper
Note: All part numbers listed, are for Yellow ducting, so when
ordering black or orange ducting just add “O” for orange or
“B” for black to the end of the relevant part number.
We also have available a range of grey duct. For this just add
“G” to the part number.
Straight Ducting
YellowDuct straight ducting~raceway is available in six sizes
with or without covers. Slotted duct/raceway is available in
some sizes for vertical drops or applications inside equipment
racks to allow cords to exit through the side of the duct. Some
sizes are available with hinged covers (hinges included in pack),
or clip on covers. All duct sizes come in 2 metre lengths, and
where required, are slotted at each end for simply snapping
together with an appropriate joiner.
Most other ducting - raceway brands are only available
in 1.80 m lengths - 10% shorter than YellowDuct.

Orange Ducting is recommended for highlighting the redundant fiber network
Parallel to the redundancy needs, a new issue has arisen in
installations. The state-of-art 10 Gigabit copper UTP cabling
Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

Solid Duct

TC1279-83

TC1279-81

TC1279-223

TC1279-23

TC1279-21

TC1279-275

Solid Duct with cover

TC1279-83XA

TC1279-81XA

TC1279-223ASN

TC1279-23ASN

TC1279-21ASN

TC1279-275A

Solid Duct with hinged cover

TC1279-83A

TC1279-81A

TC1279-223A

TC1279-23A

TC1279-21A

-

Solid Duct (side exit)

TC1279-83SL

TC1279-81SL

TC1279-223SL

TC1279-23SL

-

-

Slotted Duct with cover

TC1279-83SLXA

TC1279-81SLXA

TC1279-223SLSAN

TC1279-23SLSAN

-

-

Slotted Duct with hinged cover

TC1279-83SLA

TC1279-81SLA

TC1279-223SLXA

TC1279-23SLA

-

-

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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Slotless joiners

Joiners
YellowDuct joiners are used to snap together system components and straight ducting~raceway. They simply snap into the
slots in the end of each piece to be joined.

Note: For straight ducting~raceway that has been cut to
length, new slots need to be made with a suitable size slotting
tool. Otherwise you can use the slotless joiners.

Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

Joiners (requires slots)

TC1279-98

TC1279-73

TC1279-226

TC1279-27

TC1279-25

TC1279-320KIT

Slotless Joiners

-

-

-

TC1279-248A

TC1279-250A

TC1279-287A

Note: Also available in black & orange.

Elbows - Vertical
YellowDuct vertical elbows are used to connect horizontal
routes at different height, or to allow the fiber path to be
raised or lowered to avoid obstacles.

Retrofit versions are used where there is existing fiber. They are
available with or without covers.

Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

30° down

TC1279-135-30

TC1279-87-30

-

TC1279-111-30

TC1279-123-30

-

30° down + cover

TC1279-135-30A

TC1279-87-30A

-

TC1279-111-30A

TC1279-123-30A

-

30° down retrofit

-

-

-

TC1279-111-30R

TC1279-123-30R

-

30° up

-

-

-

TC1279-113-30

TC1279-125-30

-

30° up + cover

-

-

-

TC1279-113-30A

TC1279-125-30A

-

30° up retrofit

-

-

-

TC1279-113-30R

TC1279-125-30R

-

45° down

TC1279-135-45

TC1279-87-45

-

TC1279-111-45

TC1279-123-45

TC1279-285

45° down + cover

TC1279-135-45A

TC1279-87-45A

-

TC1279-111-45A

TC1279-123-45A

TC1279-285A

45° down retrofit

-

-

-

TC1279-111-45R

TC1279-123-45R

-

45° up

-

TC1279-143-45

-

TC1279-113-45

TC1279-125-45

TC1279-283

45° up + cover

-

TC1279-143-45A

-

TC1279-113-45A

TC1279-125-45A

TC1279-283A

45° up retrofit

-

TC1279-143-45R

-

TC1279-113-45R

TC1279-125-45R

-

90° down

TC1279-135

TC1279-87

TC1279-236

TC1279-111

TC1279-123

TC1279-193

90° down + cover

TC1279-135A

TC1279-87A

TC1279-236A

TC1279-111A

TC1279-123A

TC1279-193A

90° down retrofit

-

TC1279-87R

TC1279-236R

TC1279-111R

TC1279-123R

-

90° up

TC1279-247

TC1279-143

TC1279-246

TC1279-113

TC1279-125

TC1279-298A

90° up + cover

TC1279-247A

TC1279-143A

TC1279-246A

TC1279-113A

TC1279-125A

TC1279-298KIT

90° up retrofit

TC1279-247R

TC1279-143R

TC1279-246R

TC1279-113R

TC1279-125R

-

90° up & down enclosed

-

-

-

TC1279-39A

TC1279-37A

-

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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Elbows - Horizontal
YellowDuct Horizontal Elbows are used to change the direction of horizontal routes. Available with or without covers.
Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

30° elbow

TC1279-137-30

TC1279-77-30

-

TC1279-47

TC1279-45

-

30° elbow + cover

TC1279-137-30A

TC1279-77-30A

-

TC1279-47A

TC1279-45A

-

45° elbow

TC1279-137-45

TC1279-77-45

-

TC1279-31-45

TC1279-29-45

TC1279-304

45° elbow + cover

TC1279-137-45A

TC1279-77-45A

-

TC1279-31-45A

TC1279-29-45A

TC1279-304A

90° elbow

TC1279-137

TC1279-77

TC1279-269

TC1279-31

TC1279-29

TC1279-387

90° elbow + cover

TC1279-137A

TC1279-77A

TC1279-269A

TC1279-31A

TC1279-29A

TC1279-387A

Note: Also available in black & orange.

Tees - Horizontal
Lightpaths Horizontal Tees may be used to branch off the main
route or provide a method of breaking into Horizontal Duct.

Available with or without covers.

Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

horizontal tee

TC1279-115

TC1279-75

TC1279-224

TC1279-03

TC1279-01

TC1279-279

horizontal tee + cover

TC1279-115A

TC1279-75A

TC1279-224A

TC1279-03A

TC1279-01A

TC1279-279A

Transforming Tees - Horizontal
300mm - 220mm Duct Horizontal Tee & Cover

TC1279-316A

220mm - 100mm Duct Horizontal Tee & Cover

TC1279-09A

300mm - 100mm Duct Horizontal Tee & Cover

TC1279-398A

100mm - 220mm Duct Horizontal Tee & Cover

TC1279-393A

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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intra suite entry assembly

retrofit assembly

Tees - Vertical
Vertical Tees can be used to drop cables vertically from horizontal routes into frames or cabinets.

Retro fit tees provide open access and are used where cables
are already in place. Available with or without covers.

Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

vertical tee

TC1279-167

TC1279-145

TC1279-228

TC1279-63

TC1279-11

-

vertical tee + cover

TC1279-167A

TC1279-145A

TC1279-228A

TC1279-63A

TC1279-11A

-

vertical tee retrofit

-

TC1279-145R

-

TC1279-63R

TC1279-11R

-

220 x 100mm intra suite

-

-

-

-

-

TC1279-277

220 x 100mm intra suite + cover

-

-

-

-

TC1279-329A

TC1279-277A

Note: Also available in black & orange.

Crosses
YellowDuct horizontal crosses can be used to provide a cross
section intersection in straight duct.

Reduction crosses join horizontal duct of different sizes

Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

horizontal cross

-

TC1279-139

TC1279-234

TC1279-71

TC1279-61

TC1279-300

horizontal cross + cover

-

TC1279-139A

TC1279-234A

TC1279-71A

TC1279-61A

TC1279-300A

Transforming Crosses - Horizontal
220 x 100 to 100 x 100mm cross

TC1279-65

220 x 100 to 100 x 100mm cross + cover

TC1279-65A

220 x 100 to 300 x 100mm cross

TC1279-331

220 x 100 to 300 x 100mm cross + cover

TC1279-331A

300 x 100 to 100 x 100mm cross

TC1279-396

300 x 100 to 100 x 100mm cross + cover

TC1279-396A

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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In-Line Storage Loop

Offset Storage Loop

Fiber Storage Loops
YellowDuct Fiber Storage Loops are used to safely store excess fiber length and can be placed in any horizontal route or inside
cabinets.
Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

in-line storage loop

-

TC1279-209KIT

TC1279-186KIT

TC1279-208KIT

TC1279-207KIT

TC1279-485KIT

offset storage loop

-

TC1279-178KIT

TC1279-195KIT

TC1279-192KIT

TC1279-191KIT

TC1279-315KIT

Note: Also available in black & orange.

Reducers
Reducers allow different size ducts to be joined together. Available with or without covers.
Main Size
Reduction Size

50 x 50mm
30 x 30mm

100 x 50mm
50 x 50mm

100 x 100mm
50 x 50mm

100 x 100mm
100 x 50mm

220 x 100mm
100 x 100mm

300 x 100mm
220 x 100mm

Reducer

TC1279-97

TC1279-238

TC1279-91

TC1279-240

-

TC1279-281

Reducer & cover

TC1279-97A

TC1279-238A

TC1279-91A

TC1279-240A

-

TC1279-281A

Reducer Right Hand

-

-

-

-

TC1279-05

-

Reducer right hand & cover

-

-

-

-

TC1279-05A

-

Reducer Left Hand

-

-

-

-

TC1279-07

-

Reducer left hand & cover

-

-

-

-

TC1279-07A

-

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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Drop-Off Solutions
These components provide different methods of allowing fibres
to enter or leave the duct. They can be purchased as kits or as
individual items.
Part nr.

Content

Description

Capacity

TC1279-41KIT

1x Drop off connector
1x Spreader
1x Ramp up

The drop off kit is used to provide a safe exit for fibre
cords to equipment below or above 300, 220, 100 &
50mm ducting. It fits into a cut out provided by the
cut out tool (Part No: TC1279-50KIT, Telstra Part No: S
353/396)

This drop
can fit about
80, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-89KIT

1x Drop off connector
1x Spreader
1x Ramp up

The drop off assembly is used to provide a safe exit for
optical fibre cords, at any point, in either: 300,
220 or 100mm ducting. It fits into a cut out provided by
the cut out tool and is used in conjunction with RAMP
OFF, which also clips into the same cut out.

This drop can
fit about 100150, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-93KIT

1x Break out
1x Ramp up
1x Joiner
1x Down Elbow

This break out kit is used to provide a safe open exit
at any point in 300, 220 & 100mm ducting, to 50mm
duct, feeding in a vertical plane. It clips straight into a
cut out provided by the cut out tool and provides a 90
degree down elbow, over which a 50mm slotted duct
or straight duct can be fitted, using a 50mm standard
joiner.

This drop can
fit about 100150, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-111KIT

1x Break out
1x Joiner
1x Down Elbow

The 90 degree down elbow kit is a 100mm vertical drop
off with an external lid, fitted with an outlet guide,
using a standard 100mm duct joiner. This outlet guide
(eg an outlet trumpet) enables optical fibre cords to be
dropped off to a lower duct, at a controlled radius of
30mm.

This drop can
fit about 500600, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-290A

1x Drop off
1x Cover

This Top Outlet Assembly for optical fibre cord, allows
individual cords to exit anywhere along a length of
straight 100mm, 220mm & 300mm duct. The unit
simply fits along the edge of the duct.

This drop can
fit about 300400, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-307A

1x Drop off
1x Cover

This Top Outlet Assembly, Vertical Outlet, Down, for
optical fibre cords, allows individual cords to exit,
vertically down, anywhere along a length of straight
100mm, 220mm & 300mm duct. The unit simply fits
along the edge of the duct.

This drop can
fit about 300400, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-232KIT

1x Break out
1x Ramp up
1x Joiner

This kit is used to provide a 100mm wide by 50mm high
break out for either a: 300, 220 or 100 mm duct system.

This drop can
fit about 250300, 2.4mm
cables

TC1279-602A

Duct side SpillOut, straight
outlet, for
44mm id/50mm
OD Convoluted
Tubing

This drop-off assembly can be installed anywhere along
the length of a 100mm high duct (ie 100 x 100mm;
220 x 100mm and 300 x 100mm duct), to allow optical
fibre cord to leave the duct horizontally; or vertically (if
installed on the floor of straight duct)

up to 80 pcs
of 2mm

Duct side
Spill-Out, 90˚,
up/down/left/
right, for 44mm
id/50mm OD
Convoluted
Tubing

This drop-off assembly can be installed anywhere along
the length of a 100mm high duct (ie100 x 100mm; 220
x 100mm and 300 x 100mm duct), to allow optical fibre
cord to leave the duct in a 900 up/down/left/right bend
that has a removable top cover for access

up to 80 pcs
of 2mm

Duct Spill-Out,
Installation Kit,
Template &
60mmø Hole
Saw

This kit of two items is used to mark the central hole position. Then
using the 60mm dia hole saw with 6.3mm dia guiding drill, a 60mm dia
hole is cut into the side of the duct. It is recommended that a hand brace
and bit style tool, rather than a power tool, be used to cut the hole if it
is cut in the overhead working position. An optical fibre cord protection
unit (Part No: TC1279‐50‐3 ) should be used to protect installed optical
fibre cords as the 60mm dia hole is cut. This item is available separately.

NEW!

TC1279-609A

NEW!

TC1279‐604KIT

NEW!
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High Capacity Duct outlets
These new Duct breakout kits provide the ideal solution for a
high capacity fibre cord outlet. This solution provides a safe
and effective means of protecting optic fiber cords and allows
for easy routing of cords down into a Telecommunications
frame. Duct outlets can be placed anywhere along the duct

and minimal time and effort is required to install these outlet
components. This solution allows for quickest installation as
less cuts are required and is also stronger as the ribs of duct
are not cut.

Part nr.

Content

Description

TC1279-452A

90˚ Down Body
90˚ Down Lid

100mm x 100mm 90˚ Down Break
Provides a 90˚ down bend, (and break-out facility) at any
point in a 100mm, 220mm or 300mm duct system. Can
accept any standard 220x100mm duct item using a joiner.

TC1279-452KIT

1x TC1279-452A
1x 2m long convoluted tube
1x convoluted tube outlet

100mm x 100mm 90˚ Down Break Out
Provides a 90˚ down bend, tube in a 100mm, 220mm or
300mm duct system. The 75mm ID/88mm OD tube can
carry either: 360x 2mm cords; 210x 2.4mm cords; or 160x
3mm dia cords maximum

TC1279-454A

90˚ Down Body
90˚ Down Lid

220mm x 100mm 90˚ Down Break
Provides a 90˚ down bend, (and break-out facility) at any
point in a 100mm, 220mm or 300mm duct system. Can
accept any standard 220x100mm duct item using a joiner.

TC1279-454KIT

1x TC1279-454A
2x 2m long convoluted tube
1x dual convoluted tube
outlet

220mm x 100mm 90˚ Down Break
Provides a 90˚ down bend, for two large size convoluted
tubes in a 100mm, 220mm or 300mm duct system. Each
75mm tube can carry either: 360x 2mm cords; 210x
2.4mm cords; or 160x 3mm dia cords maximum
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Drop Components
These components provide different methods of allowing fibers to enter or leave the duct - raceway.

They can be purchased as kits or as individual items.

Part nr.

Description

TC1279-42

Ramp Up
The ramp off is used to in conjunction with the drop off (Part No: TC1279-41) to
prevent stressing fibre by maintaining a safe bending radius for the fibres being
dropped off. It does this simply by providing a curved ramp up which fibre is able
to form a 30mm radius.

TC1279-93A

Outlet trumpet 50 x 50mm
The break out assembly is used to provide a safe exit, in a horizontal plane, at any
point in 50mm ducting; for optical fibre cords to transmission equipment. It clips
straight into a cut out provided by the cut out tool (Part No: TC1279-50KIT), and
provides a square opening, over which a 50mm square flexible conduit can be
fitted.

TC1279-212KIT

Radius guide (Pack of 10) to suit
This radius guide (Outlet Trumpet) allows patch cords to enter and leave the
optical fibre duct system in an organised manner, while maintaining the 30mm
minimum fibre, bending radius. It is fitted, in the slot of either: 100mm; 100 x
50mm, 50mm and 30mm-duct system.

TC1279-218A 100mm
TC1279-330A 220mm
TC1279-379A 300mm

Outlet trumpet
The break out assembly is used to provide a safe exit at any point in either a:
300, 220 or 100mm ducting system. It is normally used to provide a break out in
existing duct systems, and clips straight into a cut out provided by the cut out tool
(Part No: TC1279-231KIT).

TC1279-290A
TC1279-290ASL (slotted)

Top Outlet
This Top Outlet Assembly for optical fibre cord, allows individual cords to exit
anywhere along a length of straight 100mm, 220mm & 300mm duct. The unit
simply fits along the edge of the duct.

TC1279-307A
TC1279-307ASL (slotted)

Top Outlet
This Top Outlet Assembly, Vertical Outlet, Down, for optical fibre cords, allows
individual cords to exit, vertically down, anywhere along a length of straight
100mm, 220mm & 300mm duct. The unit simply fits along the edge of the duct.

Miscellaneous Items
TC1279-156

Universal Radius Guide
This guide is a simple means of providing a 30-mm radius guide that eliminates
fiber stress through bending

TC1279-72KIT

Pigtail Radius Guide Kit
The pigtail radius guide provides a 90 degree bend, but the guides are interlocking so that many can be joined to form U turns, circles & spirals - as required.
(10 per kit)

TC1279-294

Ramp Off for 300, 200, 100mm Duct
Provides a safe bending radius for the fibers being dropped off or leaving:
300mm, 220mm or 100mm duct. It does this simply by providing a curved ramp
up which fiber is able to form a 30mm radius
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Slotless

Slotted

Knock outs

Tube Outlets

Tube Outlet

Support Bracket

End Caps
YellowDuct Fiber Storage Loops are used to safely store excess fiber length and can be placed in any horizontal route or inside
cabinets.
Size

30x30 mm

50x50 mm

100x50 mm

100x100 mm

220x100mm

300x100mm

Requires Slots

-

-

TC1279-227

TC1279-57

TC1279-56

-

Requires Slotless Joiners

-

-

-

TC1279-251

TC1279-252

TC1279-288

1 x 17mm knockout

TC1279-128

-

-

-

-

-

2 X 20mm dia knockouts

-

TC1279-127

-

-

-

-

2 X 32mm dia knockouts

-

-

-

TC1279-57B

-

-

2 X 46mm dia holes

-

-

-

TC1279-57C

-

-

1 x 38mm dia knockout

-

TC1279-127B

-

-

-

-

1 x 38mm cutout

-

TC1279-127C

-

-

-

-

Tube Outlet for 32mm tube

TC1279-128D

-

-

-

-

-

Tube outlet for 44mm tube

-

TC1279-127D

-

-

-

-

88mm Tube outlet

-

-

-

TC1279-456

-

-

Dual 88mm Tube outlets

-

-

-

-

TC1279-457

-

Duct End support bracket

-

TC1279-127F

-

TC1279-57D

-

-

Note: Also available in black & orange.

Tubing
YellowDuct Tubing is used for feeding entering or exiting fibers from the ducting~raceway into equipment racks. They are
convoluted or ribbed to allow adjustment if drops cannot be
positioned exactly over or under equipment. Some are available
with removable covers, or split for ease of cable installation.
Description

Yellow

Black

Grey

Convoluted tube 50mm dia (1 meter length)

TC1279-26Y

TC1279-26

-

Convoluted tube 50mm dia (2 meter length)

TC1279-53Y

TC1279-53

-

Convoluted tube 25mm dia (2 meter length)

-

-

TC1279-54

Convoluted tube 38mm dia (2 meter length)

-

TC1279-68

-

Convoluted tube 50mm sq (350mm length)

TC1279-85YEL

TC1279-85BLK

-

Openable conv. tube w/cover 50mm sq (350mm length)

TC1279-85KIT

-

-

Convoluted tube 30mm square (350mm length)

TC1279-88

-

-

Convoluted tube split 20mm dia (2 meter length)

-

-

TC1279-100

Convoluted tube with cover 50mm (1 meter length)

-

TC1279-350

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 75mm ID / 88mm OD (2 meter)

TC1279-458

-

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 75mm ID / 88mm OD (1 meter)

TC1279-458-1

-

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 63mm ID / 75mm OD (2 meter)

TC1279-471

-

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 63mm ID / 75mm OD (1 meter)

TC1279-471-1

-

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 75mm ID / 88mm OD (1.15 meter)

TC1279-479

-

-

Convoluted tube, Flexible, 63mm ID / 65mm OD X 1.1MT, c/w 2 joiners to connect to 75mm ID/88mm OD convoluted
tube

TC1279-480A

-

-

Convoluted tubing Adaptor kit, 75mm ID / 88mm OD to 44mm ID / 50mm OD tubing

TC1279-494KIT

-

-

Note: Also available in black & orange.
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Mulder-Hardenberg
Brand Adaptors
Most other Ducting brands can be slotted with a lightpaths
slotting tool to suit one of our slotted joiners.

WBT Adaptors are used to connect parts from other brands to
YellowDuct.

Part nr.

Description

TC1279-109KIT

Adaptor Kit 100 x 100 WBT to ADC 4”
The entry suite is basically a 220mm x 1OOmm vertical drop off point in a 220mm
x 100mm horizontal duct system. This is usually installed where a large number
of optical fibre cords are to be dropped off below. eg. in optical fibre distribution
frames or fibre termination frames. It provides free flow for the ongoing fibres
and strain relief for those exiting down the 220mm x 100mm vertical section.

TC1279-149KIT

Adaptor Kit Left hand WBT 220 x 100mm to ADC 6”
This left hand adapter allows interconnection between 220mm YellowDuct and 6
inch ADC ducting. As viewed from the 6 inch side the 220mm end is offset to the
left. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the 6 inch ADC ducting
and uses either: the standard 220mm joiner (TC1279-25) or the 220mm slotless
joiner (TC1279-250A), to connect to YellowDuct 220mm ducting.

TC1279-150KIT

Adaptor Kit Right hand WBT 220 x 100mm to ADC 6”
This right hand adaptor allows interconnection between 220mm YellowDuct and
6 inch ADC ducting. As viewed from the 6 inch side, the 220mm end is offset to
the right. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the 6 inch ADC
ducting and uses either: the standard 220mm joiner (TC1279-25) or 220mm
slotless joiner (Part No: TC1279-250A) to connect to YellowDuct 220mm ducting.

TC1279-307SLKIT

Speed Drop WBT to ADC
This Top Outlet Assembly, Vertical Outlet, Down, for optical fibre cords, allows individual cords to exit, vertically down, anywhere along a length of
straight 4 inch, 6 inch or 12 inch ADC duct. The unit simply fits along the edge of the duct - ie the side of the duct is not specially prepared or cut.
The Top Outlet Assembly, Vertical Outlet Down is securely clamped in position, using two small clamping brackets installed in side grooves of the
ADC duct. The exiting optical fibre cords are guided through an MBR of 30mm whilst completing this change of direction.

TC1279-327KIT

Adaptor kit WBT 300 x 100 to ADC 12”
The duct adapter kit is used to join existing 12 x 4 inch ADC plastic duct to 300
x 100mm YellowDuct, etc. The kit consists of 4 adapters c/w with: locking tabs
and 6mm dia studs; clamping bracket; nuts and lock washers. An adaptor unit
is positioned into the moulded lugs on the ADC duct, with the clamping bracket
placed on the stud, to the outside of ADC duct.

TC1279-472KIT

Adaptor kit Right hand WBT 100x100 to ADC 6”
This right hand adaptor allows interconnection between 100mm YellowDuct and
6 inch ADC ducting. As viewed from the 6 inch side the 100mm end is offset to
the right. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the 6 inch ADC
ducting.

TC1279-473KIT

Adaptor kit Left hand WBT 100x100 to ADC 6”
This left hand adapter allows interconnection between 100mm YellowDuct and 6
inch ADC ducting. As viewed from the 6 inch side the 100mm end is offset to the
left. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the 6 inch ADC ducting.

TC1279-486KIT

Adaptor kit Right hand WBT 220 x 100 to Panduit 6”
This right hand adaptor allows interconnection between 220 x 100mm YellowDuct and 6 x 4 inch Panduit ducting. As viewed from the 220 mm side the 6 inch
end is offset to the right. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the
6 inch Panduit ducting.

TC1279-487KIT

Adaptor kit Left hand WBT 220 x 100 to Panduit 6”
This left hand adapter allows interconnection between 220 x 100mm YellowDuct
and 6 x 4 inch Panduit ducting. As viewed from the 220mm side the 6 inch end is
offset to the left. It comes complete with adaptor brackets to firmly fix the 6 inch
Panduit ducting.
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Mulder-Hardenberg
Tooling Components
Foot Slotter - TC1279-500
The foot operated duct slotting tool is a means of making duct end
slots, easily, accurately and quickly ie less than 1 minute to slot one end
of a duct. By using a foot operated system a small effort is required
to exert the large force necessary to make a slot. Both hands are free
to hold the duct. The jaws are made of hardened carbon steel, for a
long service life. To operate, place duct side or end, within the tools
cutting guides, hold duct down flush with top face of tool, and press
foot operated lever, until a slot is made. Release the slotting punch,
using the foot operated release pedal. Remove and reposition duct for
next slot. The slotting tool cuts a slot in the duct end to suit a standard
joiner (Part No’s. TC1279-25, TC1279-27 & TC1279-320KIT); available separately. The kit includes one foot operated slotting tool and a
metal tool box, for storage and transport, c/w a foam insert.
Features
• Makes duct end slots, easily, accurately, simply, quickly and repeatably
• T ool made from materials to ensure a long, reliable, service life
• T ool has a lifting handle
•M
 etal tool box, for storage & transport, c/w foam insert, included

2. Push down on
the foot pedal

1. Vertically align
the duct in
position

3. Job done!

Hydraulic Hand held Slotter - TC1279-501
The hydraulic hand held duct slotting tool is a means of making duct
end slots, easily, simply and quickly ie less than 1 minute to make
a slot. The hydraulic tool exerts a force of 5 tonnes, and the jaws
are made of hardened carbon steel, for a long service life. To operate, place tool on duct side or end, tighten side release valve knob,
pump tool gently, until a slot is made. Release valve knob by unscrewing. Push jaw back using front return handle. Slots for joiners are
made repeatedly, quickly and accurately. The slotting tool cuts a slot
in the duct end to suit a standard connector (Part No’s. TC1279-226,
TC1279-25, TC1279-27 & TC1279-320KIT). The kit is also provided
with a plastic tool box, for transport.
Features
•M
 akes duct end slots, easily, simply, quickly and repeatable.
• T ool made from materials to ensure a long, reliable, service life
• P lastic tool box, for storage & transport, c/w foam insert, included
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Cut-Out Tools
Part nr.

Description

TC1279-51

Side Slotting Tool, for 220x100mm Duct
The slotting tool is used to make a small slot in the bottom and both sides at the end/s of a duct. This process is as simple
mechanical means of preparing a shortened length of a duct for connection to another standard part: e.g.elbow, cross
connector, tees, adapter assembly, duct end or drop offs, etc. The duct joiner (Part No:TC1279-73) makes a strong and
serviceable connection between these items.

TC1279-118

Side Slotting Tool, for 50mm Duct

TC1279-121A

Side Slotting Tool, for 30mm Duct

TC1279-230

Side Slotting Tool, for 100x50mm Duct
This slotting tool makes a 20mm x 6mm slot in the side/s of 100mm x 50mm duct. This slotting tool is used in conjunction
with slotting tool (Part No: TC1279-51) that makes a 42mm x 6 mm slot in the base of 100mm x 50mm duct.

TC1279-604KIT

Ducting Spill-Out, Installation Kit, Template and 60mm Dia Hole Saw
This kit of two items in used to make the central hole position, using template, on the side of the duct and using a
permanent marker pen. Then using the 60mm dia hole saw with 6.3mm dia guiding drill, a 60mm dia hole is cut into the
side of the duct, into the 60mm dia hole optic fibre cord side spill outs (ie Drop-Off’s) can be fitted.
Cut Out Tool & Fibre Spreader

TC1279-231A

150mm Cut Out Tool

TC1279-50

90mm Cut Out Tool

TC1279-483A

Cut Out Jig, for Drop–Offs and Break-Out Guides
This Cut Out Jig is used to quickly and neatly prepare the side of a new duct length, to make a cut out for installing a dropoff or a break-out guide (ie an outlet trumpet). The Jig is centrally located about a centre mark on the top of the duct edge.
it is clamped in position, and two quick cuts are made using a hand saw to the full depth of the marked slots for the item to
be installed.

TC1279-50-3

Fibre Spreader and Protector
The Fibre Spreader/Protector physically separates installed optical fibre cords in a duct, as the duct wall is being prepared to
install a new drop-off. This item protects installed optical fibre cords from damage during the cut-out operation. The Fibre
Spreader/Protector should be used whenever the side of a duct system, housing optical fibre cords, is being prepared for a
new drop-off installation.

TC1279-118-07

Mitre Box Duct 50, 30mm
This mitre box is a simple mechanical means of preparing a shortened length of 30 and 50mm duct for connection to
another standard part. e.g. elbow, cross connector, etc. The mitre box ensures that a true 90˚ cut is achieved with a panel
saw on each of these duct sizes.

TC1279-MITRE

Mitre Box
This mitre box is a simple mechanical means of preparing a shortened length of 300, 220, 100 or 100 x 50mm duct for
connection to another standard part. e.g. elbow, cross connector, etc. The mitre box ensures that a true 90˚ cut is achieved
with a panel saw on each of these duct sizes.
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Metal Mounting Kits
Part nr.

Description

TC1279-183KIT

Mounting Bracket Kit, Heavy Duty, Wall & Strut
This heavy duty bracket kit is made from 6mm thick mild steel and can be used to install any duct in a horizontal plane.
It has two vertical slots suited to wall or Unistrut™ mounting and provides a single long slot to accept duct-mounting
brackets up to 220mm size. It is particularly suited to larger ducts with high fibre counts.

TC1279-161KIT

Wall Mounting Extension Kit, for 30, 50 AND 100 mm Duct
This flexible mounting kit is used to provide a means of attaching 30, 50 and 100mm duct to any existing structure. The
right angled bracket attaches to any wall or steel work and has a slot that accepts the support bracket.

TC1279-133KIT

Wall Mounting Bracket Kit, 220mm Duct
The wall mounting bracket kit is used to attach 220mm plastic duct to any existing structure. It is simply a right angle
bracket with slots for fitting to steel work or walls, plus a wall mounting plate to allow 37mm of sideways adjustment.

TC1279-104KIT

Wall Mounting Bracket, 100 mm Duct
The wall mounting bracket is used to attach 100mm plastic duct to any existing structure. It is simply a right angle bracket
with slots for fitting to steel work or walls, plus a wall mounting plate to allow 37mm of sideways adjustment.

Suspension Kits
Part nr.

Description

TC1279-297KIT

Duct Mounting Kits, Heavy Duty, Suspension Kits, for 300mm Duct
The mounting bracket kit are used to attach 300mm duct (TC1279-275 or TC1279-275A (with lid)), to duct mounting
ironwork. ie. They allow 300mm ducting to be fitted to either 12mm (1/2 inch dia.) or 16mm (5/8 inch dia.) diameter
threaded rods.

TC1279-297AKIT

Mounting Bracket Kit, Suspension Type, 1/2” UNC Threaded Rod, for 300mm Duct
This kit consists of a standard 300-mm Duct Support Bracket with a welded on M12 nut; that enables the Duct Support
Bracket to be bolted to 2 x Heavy Duty Mounting Brackets. This kit is used with 2 x 1/2 inch UNC x 400 mm long threaded
rods; 8 x 1/2 inch UNC Hendry style split nuts and 8 x 5/8 inch washers.

TC1279-107KITA

Suspension Bracket Assembly, for 100mm Duct, with M12 Rods
The suspension mounting bracket kit is used to attach 100mm duct to existing steelwork, from above. It is a straight
bracket with 2 x M12 threaded rods and fasteners (93 x 12 x 400 – M12 x 400mm long) to enable fitting of a duct
mounting bracket from the building ceiling or overhead steelwork. Plastic protection tubes are supplied to prevent
entanglement of optical fibre cords during installation; and to protect the threaded rod from damage.

TC1279-106KITA

Suspension Bracket Assembly, 220mm Duct
The suspension mounting bracket kit is used to attach either 220mm (or 100mm) plastic duct to existing steelwork, from
above. It consists of: 2 x M12 threaded rods (93 x 12 x 400 - M12 x 400mm long) with a straight bracket and fasteners,
which enables fitting of a duct mounting bracket to the straight bracket. Plastic protection tubes are supplied to prevent
entanglement of optical fibre cords during installation; and to protect the threaded rod from damage.
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Raised Mounting Kits
Part nr.

Description

TC1279-297BKIT

Mounting Bracket Kit, Suspension Type, 5/8” - UNC Threaded Rod, for 300mm Duct
This kit consists of a standard 300-mm Duct Support Bracket with a welded on M12 nut; that enables the Duct
Support Bracket to be bolted to 2 x Heavy Duty Mounting Brackets. This kit is used with 2 x 5/8” UNC x 300mm long
threaded rods; 8 x 5/8” UNC Hendry style split nuts and 8 x 5/8” washers.

TC1279-129KIT

Mounting Plate Kit, 30mm & 50mm Duct
The mounting plate comes with 2 part adhesive backed, hook & loop fastener, pad set, for quick and easy attaching
to 30mm & 50mm duct. A 1/2” UNC tapped hole is provided on the plate to enable assembly to ½” (12mm) dia
x 400mm long standard threaded rod; which is included in the kit. Three ½” hex nuts & washers are provided for
securing the installation; and for attaching the kit to existing steel work. A plastic tube is included to protect the
threaded rod.

TC1279-14A

Mounting Bracket, Assembly, 100mm Duct
The mounting bracket provides an adjustable mounting mechanism for the 220 mm plastic ducting system. It is
basically an M12 threaded metal rod and support bracket that connects straight duct to existing building steel-work.
A plastic protection tube is included.

TC1279-13A

Mounting Bracket, Assembly, 220mm Duct
The mounting bracket provides an adjustable mounting mechanism for the 220 mm plastic ducting system. It is
basically an M12 threaded metal rod and support bracket that connects straight duct to existing building steel-work.
A plastic protection tube is included.

Underfloor Mounting Kits
Part nr.

Description

TC1279–274

Under Floor Mounting Bracket
The Under Floor Mounting Bracket enables ducting components to be quickly and simply glued to a clean, dust free,
concrete floor. The bracket eliminates the need to have to drill into a concrete floor to install fasteners.

TC1279–197KIT

Vertical Strut Mounting Kit, for Under Floor Systems
This clamp is a means of attaching either a 220 or 100mm duct system to (up to) 30mm (1”) diameter tube or 25mm
(1”) square tubes in an under floor system. It consists of a slotted bracket and U bolt which fit the standard round or
square vertical used in most sub floor systems. It is attached to the tube by the bracket and U-bolt, which clamp the
tube between the bracket and U-bolt.
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Ladder Rack and Unistrut mounting
Part nr.

Description

TC1279–370KIT

Ladder Rack Mount Kit, Large, 100, 220 & 300mm Duct
This clamp is a means of attaching either 100, 220 or 300mm duct systems to 1” and 2” ladder racks. It is attached
to the rack by a plate and two screws, which clamp the rack between the plate and clamp body. Multiple holes
provide vertical adjustment in 21mm increments.

TC1279-171

Mounting Bracket Adaptor
This bracket fits over 2” (50mm) square Unistrut section to provide a strong fixing position for: 300, 220 and 100mm
duct mounting brackets. It is used with ½” dia threaded rod.

TC1279-155KIT

Ladder Rack Mount Kit, 100 mm & 220 mm Duct
This clamp is a means of attaching either 100 or 220mm duct systems to 1.5” and 2” ladder racks. It is attached to
the rack by a plate and two screws, which clamp the rack between the plate and clamp body. Multiple holes provide
vertical adjustment in 21mm increments. Use in conjunction with 220 and 100mm duct mounting brackets.

TC1279-154KIT

Ladder Rack Mount Assembly, 30 mm & 50 mm Duct
This clamp is a means of fixing either 30 or 50mm duct systems to 1½” and 2” ladder racks. It is attached to the rack
by a plate and two screws, which clamp the rack between the plate and clamp body. Multiple holes provide vertical
adjustment in 21mm increments. It is used in conjunction with 30 and 50mm duct mounting brackets.

TC1279-152KIT

Mounting Bracket, Assembly, 220mm Duct
The dual level mounting bracket is used to mount 3 ducting systems at 2 different heights, on a common bracket;
usually to allow cross over between the 3 ducting systems. Typically, optical fibre systems are at one level, with data
and electrical systems at the others, so that crossover is achieved between the separate ducted services with minimum
difficulty. It fits to standard Unistrut steel work, and is provided with a bolt, clamping nut & spring for that system.

Mounting Hardware
Part nr.

Size

Description

TC1279-148A
TC1279-147A
TC1279-16A
TC1279-15A
TC1279-297A

30mm
50mm
100mm
220mm
300mm

Duct Mounting Bracket & Bolt Assembly
This assembly consists of a standard 30 mm (50mm, 100mm, 220mm, 300mm) duct
support bracket, with a captive M12 nut and bolt set; that enables the duct support
bracket to be bolted to any other mounting bracket. This assembly is used where the
duct is directly mounted to flat brackets with 13mm (1/2” clearance) dia holes.

TC1279-303A

Side Mounting Bracket, Heavy Duty, for 100, 220 or 300mm Duct
This Side Mounting Bracket is used to install & secure 300mm duct in a straight run. This Bracket is typically spaced at
0.9 meters or less, to make a rigid & strong installation. The duct is mounted in the Duct Mounting Bracket which in
turn is bolted to the Side Mounting Bracket, using the M12 (1/2”) x 20mm long hex bolt & washer included. The Side
Mounting Bracket is secured, at the desired height, to 5/8” UNC threaded rod, using 2 x 5/8” UNC hex. nuts & washers.

TC1279-130KIT

Mounting Bracket Kit 30mm & 50mm Duct
This kit is a simple and adjustable means of attaching/mounting either 50 or 30mm duct, in either a vertical or horizontal plane. It is generally used to mount 50-mm duct at the front of a rack. The kit consists of: a pair of adjustable,
90 degree mounting brackets; a small mounting plate, with a stud, nut & washer; and adhesive backed hook & loop
mounting/fastening pad.

TC1279-78KIT

Mounting Bracket Kit for 30mm, 50mm and 60mm Duct
This is simply a bracket, with a threaded stud and two screws, that can be fixed to the duct and any existing building.
For 30mm duct the plate is mounted along the duct length, and for 50mm duct the plate is mounted across the duct.
This allows simple adjustment, while providing adequate strength for the loads associated with the smaller ducting
systems.
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Our Websites

• mulder-hardenberg.com
• mh-hminterfaces.com
• mh-fiberoptics.com
• mh-labeling.com
• mh-networking.com
• mh-powersupplies.com
• mh-monitoringcontrol.com
• mh-cablemanagement.com
• mh-engineeringcomponents.com

Mulder-Hardenberg
Mulder-Hardenberg, est. 1927, is the answer to professional demands in the domain of electronic related
environments. We don’t just sell products. We use our
multidiscipline knowledge to provide the best possible
solution, designed to your specific interest.
Contactdetails:
The Netherlands
Mulder-Hardenberg B.V.
Satellietbaan 37
2181 MG Hillegom
Tel.: +31 85 800 3700
infonl@m-h.biz

Germany
Mulder-Hardenberg GmbH
Nordring 13
D-65719 Hofheim/Ts
Tel.: +49 6192 - 97 91 85
infode@m-h.biz
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Belgium, France, Luxemburg
Mulder-Hardenberg N.V.
Hoge Weg 129
B-2940 Stabroek
Belgium
Tel.: +32 3 660 13 20
infobe@m-h.biz
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